**Pirate Scavenger Hunt**

When everyone arrives at the flagpole for flag lowering a skull and Crossbones is up the pole, not old Glory. The leader cannot believe it. Who would steal the flag and replace it a Skull and CrossBones. Everyone has to sit down until somebody owns up to it…

In walks a pirate:
“Ho ho me hearty’s”
Leader: “who are you”
Pirate: “shiver me timbers, I’m Captain Silver Hook and my pirates taken over this camp”
Leader: why have you done that?
Pirate: Our ship got wrecked on the rocks, just yonder, me hearty, and so we decided to take this camp from you land lovers, aha
Leader: you can’t do that
Pirate: we just did, my hearty and there aint nothing you or your land loving friends can do about it – disappears

Leader – we’re not going to let this happen, there are pirates all over this camp and we are going to catch them and bring them to the beach. And make them walk the plank.

Go and find as many pirates as you can and bring them back to the beach.

After game: “we are the pirates who don’t do anything” – playing

Leader: They made us run all over camp. Shall we make them walk the plank?
Kids: Yeah
Leader: Who thinks we should make them walk the plank
Kids: me
Leader: Who thinks we should let them go
One Person: me, I’ll take their place
Leader: What, they made us run all over the place, they are bad, they don’t deserve your help
Person: It’s called grace, I’m going to take their place, I’ll take the punishment that they deserve
Leader: Ok, take their place – walk the plank

**Devotion:**
Christian Ed Director – Talk on grace